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However, the conductance was improved by biasing the devices at moderate biases V d = 5 V. (Fig S2b) , the threshold voltage measured at low bias (V d = 0.5 V) has shifted by only 5 V (Fig. S3) . In general, the fieldeffect mobility of the group-A devices could be increased by an order magnitude (range 0.1 -4 cm 2 /Vs) by current-annealing (Table T1) .
Improvements in conductivity and mobility following current-annealing could be due to desorption of adsorbates by Joule heating. For example, absorbed oxygen molecules or S atoms may deplete the channel, increase energetic disorder, or act as carrier scattering centers. Finally, Joule heating may have favorable impact in the quality of contacts to MoS 2 . Similar currentannealing strategies have been employed to improve mobility of graphene devices. 1 Recently, the performance of CVD MoS 2 transistors has also been improved by thermal annealing. 2 We also note that the effect of current-annealing on device performance was most clear in group A MoS 2 flakes. Group B and C MoS 2 flakes showed minimal irreversible changes in conductance at biases up to V d = 5 V. We did not probe devices at higher biases due to increased tendency of devices to irreversibly degrade at higher fields. 108-S4 0.5 x 10.5 0.07/0.8* 38
114-S1 2 x 6 (4p)** 0.006/0.16* 47 114-S3 2 x 6 (4p)** 0.13/3.9* 34 * denotes field-effect mobility values after current annealing (only in Group 3 samples).
** denotes devices measured in four-terminal geometry.
For devices showing large hysteresis, the field-effect mobility values were obtained by averaging slopes of the two curves.
